Abstract

In this age, in this nation, public sentiment is everything. With it, nothing can fail; against it, nothing can succeed. Whoever molds public sentiment goes deeper than he who enacts statutes, or pronounces judicial decisions (Abraham Lincoln, 1858) [1]. It is apparent from President Lincoln's well known quote that legislators understood the force of open assumption quite a while prior. In today world, the Internet is the main source of information. An enormous amount of information and opinion online is scattered and unstructured with no machine to arrange it. Because of demand the public to know opinions about exact product and services, political issues, or social scientists. That’s led us to study of field Opining Mining and Sentiment Analysis. Opining Mining and Sentiment Analysis have recently played a significant role for researchers because analysis of online text is beneficial for the market research political issue, business intelligence, online shopping, and scientific survey from psychological. Sentiment Analysis identifies the polarity of extracted public opinions. This paper presents a survey which covers Opining Mining, Sentiment Analysis, techniques, tools and classification.
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